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Served by multiple daily direct flights, Abaco sits  

less than 200 miles from Florida’s south east coast  

with the resort only a short 15 minute ride from the  

Treasure Cay Airport (TCB).

To receive more information on Treasure Cay Resort,  

please visit the CayContact area on the homepage  

of our website or contact your travel agent. 

Represented by:

Treasure Cay Services, Inc.
2301 S. Federal Highway, 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316-3949
info@treasurecay.com
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More than three miles of award winning white sand beach anchor a genuine Caribbean
paced experience; reminding guests how to embrace…

Located on the Bahamian island of Abaco, our resort serves up an  

impressive menu of activities and accommodations ranging  

from standard rooms to spacious 1, 2, or 3 bedroom suites.  

Golf, tennis, sailing, scuba and some of the Bahamas’  

best fishing are a sampling of a day’s palette of options.

Savor fine dining at Spinnakers or island favorites at the Coco Beach  

Bar. As the sun goes down the lights come up on the Tipsy Seagull  

where the party continues with dancing and live music on into  

the night. What you’ll find is certainly precious when you crack  

the lid on the treasures that our seaside oasis has to offer.
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Marvelous Marina 
Our well protected, modern 150-slip marina is touted  

as one of the nicest such facilities in the Bahamas. 

Centrally located, the marina is within short walking distance of the 

beach, hotel, grocery store, restaurants and bars. It offers protected  

anchorage and moorings, fuel, laundry and showers. Boat  rentals, 

bonefish outings and charters also depart from our docks.

Best Beach 
Considered one of the best in the Caribbean, Treasure 

Cay rests on the edges of a three and a half mile white 

sand wonderland. We invite you to kick back and bury your feet and your 

burdens under a bucket of beverages or basket of Bahamian bar-bites 

from Coco Beach Bar. If you prefer to be on the water, we have a wide 

selection of activities including sailing and jet-skis. 

Great Golf 
 The 6,985-yard classic island gem was designed by 

Caribbean fixture Dick Wilson. The front nine comes out 

swinging with two par fives of 500 and 555 yards. The back nine reels 

things in a bit; the shorter holes and myriad of bunkers and water hazards 

will have your irons and wedges in regular rotation. Best of all, tee times 

aren’t necessary. “Island time” dictates come as you are, when you  want, 

for as long as you like.
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